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APPLICATIONS
Several �elds are already using synergology:

Human Resources and Team Management

Education, group and individual training

Police forces, investigation, intervention, public safety

Sales, representation, negotiation and customer

service

Health & social services professionals

Education, communication and legal advice

Public relations and even more!

METHODOLOGY OF
SYNERGOLOGY
The reliability of Synergology is essentially based on

the validation of non-verbal knowledge provided by

this discipline. A rigorous method of cutting non-

verbal information, through which each new, non-

verbal information (gesture, behavior, micro-

movement...) is stored in digital databases involving

tens of thousands of video sequences. This

information is then compared with the same gestures

already spotted systematically on other occasions

and in other meaningful contexts. Meanings and

contexts are then compared with each other to

strengthen the validation. All synergological

proposals are scienti�cally acceptable and admissible.

All have passed the test of refutation.

HOW CAN WE
INTERVENE?
Our experts have developed an innovative program

that covers all the best techniques for non-verbal

negotiation, public relations and interventions of any

kind. In addition to allowing the acquisition of new

skills for the participants, this program aims at

virtually giving executives and managers a facelift.

The deliverable is a conference, workshop or training

on the cutting edge of knowledge, modeled on the

reality of your business. The solution: an intervention

from our synergology experts. Speakers and trainers,

they will provide you with the basics of body

language in order to help you discover, decode and

understand "face to face" situations with your

interlocutor! The specialists at Turchet & Associates

can give meaning to over 2500 gestures. They

work in Europe, Canada and other countries to

present this essential tool that is Synergology.

These conferences and trainings, at once serious and

interactive, provide participants with concrete,

practical and easy to apply tools through simple

terms and audiovisual presentations.

CUSTOM SERVICES
Turchet & Associates, Synergologist enjoys the

excellent reputation of being able to identify the

needs o� ts customers, o�ering solutions that �t

perfectly with their problems, their goals and their

constraints. Our �rm's focus is, �rst and foremost, to

adapt to customers' needs in all areas of our

business. To us, trainings, conferences, workshops

and interventions are not goals in and of themselves,

but rather instruments for the provision of real and

lasting changes.

Training, conference, intervention

ACT AND REACT



SYNERGOLOGY
is a discipline in the area of communications.

Through this technique, body movements can be

decoded, emotions understood, lies detected and the

unspoken revealed, while at the same time improving

the quality of communications.

THE MISSION
The mission of Synergologists is to help participants

acquire new knowledge in the �eld of behavioral

science.

THE OBJECTIVE
is to address customers' needs, thus providing

custom conferences and training. Strategies are

always crafted as per our customer's speci�c needs.

These meetings provide tools that allow for a better

communication, depending on speci�c professional

needs such as team management, organizational

representation, recruitment, survey conducting,

advocacy, etc. The goal is to gain a better

understanding of the non-verbal language, i.e. being

able to detect what the "other" does not say, to give

you the power to react, to better communicate and,

most of all, to act.

REVOLUTIONARY
METHOD OF
DECIPHERING BODY
MOVEMENTS
The spectacular e�ectiveness of this method has

been demonstrated by its contribution in the

strengthening of management teams, sales

managers, stakeholders of the health and high

security �eld, lawyers, public relations o�cers,

journalists and negotiators; in a word, it has proven

indispensable wherever the aim is to improve

performances, build optimal teams and acquire

privileged skills within the competitive dynamics of

businesses. Through synergology, the meaning of

universal communication re�exes - such as micro-

movements of the face and body - can be captured.

The synergologist knows that in the act of

communication, gestures precede words, but he also

has another interest: gestures reveal what the brain

thinks but does not say. The synergologist deciphers

gestures in an objective way, respectful of the steps

of the code of ethics.

In interviews, negotiation, examination, management,

mediation, court, representation or when hiring sta�,

through this new technique that is Synergology - and

through the study of the relationship between body

language and word language - behaviors can be

understood, movements decoded, the unspoken

revealed. By learning to better read the language of

the other, we are improving our communication and

we can, thereby, increase the quality of our

relationships.

The action strategy of Turchet & Associates is

threefold: business- and high-level security-oriented

training, intervention and consultation. Currently, we

are one of the very few organizations in the world

able to impart knowledge taken directly from this

technique to educational institutions, training

institutes, large organizations, trading companies and

interest groups. Indeed, there are currently only 50

synergologists duly quali�ed in the world.

DÉFINITIONDEFINITION

Practical knowledge immediately applicable

Gerard Stokkink  is certi�ed synergologist in Europe

and trained people from all over world in the method.

A lecturer and trainer Gerard teaches synergology  

at university of Applied Sciences in Amsterdam.



HOW TO EXPLAIN THE
PARTICIPANTS'
ENTHUSIASM AND THE
TRAININGS' IMPRESSIVE
RESULTS?
Turchet & Associates employs experienced teachers

and lecturers; Conferences and trainings come with

videos depicting examples from daily life;

Conferences or trainings, through their personalized

examples, touch all participants; Presentations

combine serious learning with entertainment and

humor - in short, fun learning!

Conferences and trainings can be given in English, 

    Dutch,  Español,  Arabe and Français.

Professionalism and integrity are high values in our 

work.  Over the years, Turchet & Associates has built 

CUSTOM SERVICES

TRAINING

Goal: Learn how to better read the body language of

the other. This training provides the tools to better

communicate according to speci�c business needs

such as team management, representation,

recruitment, customer service, survey conducting,

advocacy, etc. This training will allow you to detect

what the "other" does not say, give you the power to

react, to communicate better and most importantly,

to act.

CONFERENCE

An interactive, multimedia conference that will blow

you away, rede�ne your perceptions and allow you to

see interpersonal communications in another light. A

conference adapted to a speci�c audience based on a

prede�ned, interactive and multimedia theme (video

and Powerpoint). Presentation made at special

events, seminars, conventions or any other business

meetings.

PRACTICAL

SYNERGOLOGIE IS A DISCIPLINE...
...which allows to decipher the functioning of the human mind by observing micro and macro bodily movements,

thus providing an enhanced and adapted communication.

The word Synergology has been formed from the pre�xes 'sun' (to be together), 'ergo' (activity), and 'logos'

(speech), basically to be active while communicating.

Concrete, practical and easy to apply tools

To give you the power to act and react

a reputation for excellence and above all, 

professionalism in carrying out its mandates.

Training & Workshops in english : 

Gerard Stokkink - amsterdam@synergologie.org

Christine Gagnon - trois-rivieres@synergologie.org
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